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Plan Sheet- Road Trip!   Name_______________ 
 
I am planning to create a brochure on the state of ________ 
 
State Information:   

area of state ____________________ 
 location of state___________________   

state motto_____________________ 
 state song_____________________ 
 state bird_____________________ 
 state flower ____________________ 

state motto? ____________________ 
state nickname?___________________      
state capital ____________________       

 Draw the state symbol and give an explanation.     
 
 
________________________________________________       
________________________________________________ 
 
Draw a picture of the state flag  
 
 
 
 
 
When did it get its statehood? _______________ 
 
Who is given credit for finding this state? ___________ 
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Tell three other historic things about your 
state.__________________________________________________
__________________________________________ 
**What resources did you use to get this information?______ 
 
Is this state larger or smaller than Florida?______________ 
 
Name all of the states, countries, or bodies of water that surround this state. 
________________________________ 
________________________________________________ 
 
How do I get there from here? Driving directions--- 
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
____________________________________ 
 
If you were traveling from _____, Florida to the capital of this state, how many miles would 
you drive?  
How long would it take you to drive it if you drove 50 miles an 
hour?_____________________________________ 
 
***What resources did you use to get this 
information?__________________________________ 
 
About how many people live in this state?_____________  
Is that more or less than Florida?____________________ 
 
Make a pictorial graph of the population of your chosen state and the state of Florida.  
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Name two prominent people that are from this state.  

 
 
Why are they famous? ______________________________ 
________________________________________________ 
 
What will I do while I am there? Any fun activities? 
______________________________________________________
__________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________
__________________________________________ 
 
What historical sites should I visit?_____________________ 
________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 
 
***What resources did you use to get this 
information?______________________________________ 
 
 
Compare this state with your own state? How are they similar?  
______________________________________________________
__________________________________________ 
 
Contrast this state with your own- how are they different? 
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What is the weather like there? _______________ 
 
How does it compare with our weather? ____________ 
______________________________________________ 
What kind of agriculture does this state have?? (What types of crops do they grow?) 
________________________ 
 
***What resources did you use to find this information?__________________ 
 
 
These are facts about this state that I think are interesting...  
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
____________________________________ 
 
I would like to live in this state because... 
______________________________________________________
__________________________________________ 
 
 I would not like to live in this state because... 

______________________________________________________
__________________________________________ 
 
List all of the resources that you used to complete this planning sheet 
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
____________________________________ 
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AK - Alaska                 

AL - Alabama    

AR - Arkansas  

AZ - Arizona    

CA - California    

CO - Colorado  

CT - Connecticut    

DE - Delaware  

IA - Iowa     

ID - Idaho  

IL - Illinois    

IN - Indiana    

KS - Kansas  

KY - Kentucky    

Road Trip! Sign Up Sheet 
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LA - Louisiana    

MA - Massachusetts  

MD - Maryland    

ME - Maine     

MI - Michigan  

MN - Minnesota    

MO - Missouri    

MS - Mississippi  

MT - Montana    

NC - North Carolina   

ND - North Dakota  

NE - Nebraska    

NH - New Hampshire   

NJ - New Jersey  

NM - New Mexico    

NV - Nevada    
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NY - New York  

OH - Ohio     

OK - Oklahoma    

OR - Oregon  

PA - Pennsylvania   

RI - Rhode Island  

SC - South Carolina   

SD - South Dakota   

TN - Tennessee  

TX - Texas  

UT - Utah   

VA - Virginia  

VT - Vermont    

WA - Washington  

WI - Wisconsin    

WV - West Virginia   

WY - Wyoming 
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*** Florida was left off of this list since that is our home state.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assessing the Students- Rubric 

 

 Name__________________________________ 

 

1. ______  The student correctly answers the questions on the Planning Sheet. 

2. ______  The student creates a Rough Draft of the writing 

3. ______  The student trades the rough draft with another student to edit 

4. ______  The  child provides illustrations that correspond with the text 

5. ______   The student uses basic word processing skills to type the text 

6. ______    The student  correctly used conventions 

7. ______    The student used the scanner to insert pictures 

8. ______    The student records their own narrations in the presentation 

9. ______     The student uses the planning sheet when creating their presentation. 

10. _______  The student uses at least three different resources- including one web site. 

 

_________Total Points 
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_________ Final Grade 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

How to create a template 
 

1. Locate your PowerPoint icon and >> (double click) 

2. > (single click) begin a blank presentation 

3. > new slide layout- Find the slide that has only one gray bar 

(text) and one empty rectangle box (illustration). >  (slide 1) 

4. > Insert from the options bar at the top of the computer 

screen. Underneath the box you will see Duplicate slide >> 

(slide 2) 

5. Repeat step 4 four times to create slides 3-6  (one title slide 

and 5 information slides) 

6. Go to file at the top of your computer screen.  > Save As from 

the option box that drops down. You will need to enter two 

types of information.  First in the File name box, type your first 
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students name. Then select desk top as the place that you 

want to save to.  

7. Repeat step 5 for each student. 

8. Now the students will be able to click on their name icon and 

begin working on their template. 

Search Engines for Students  

 

www.yahooligans.com 

www.ajkids.com 

www.cyberangels.org 

 

 

 


